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Biodiversity and agriculture

Major transitions of agricultures in tropical 
regions driven by increased integration in the 
global market economy (Holt-Giménez and Altieri, 2013)

 Specialization and homogenization of 
cropping, production and agrarian systems

Massive biodiversity decrease, from the 
plot to the landscape scales  (Khoury et al., 2014)

Consequences on agroecosystems 
sustainability (Cardinale et al., 2012; Tilman et al., 2014)

What alternative pathways ? 
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Biodiversity and agriculture

Small-scale agriculture produce food for about 
half of the world population (Samberg 2016) with 
limited resources

Based on biodiversity management - from the 
genetic to the landscape level

« landscape agroecology » = how to deal with
the spatial heterogeneity of local conditions

… and their temporal variations

Access to agroecological knowledge and 
adapted biological resources is crucial
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Actor networks and agrobiodiversity management

Self-organized actor networks are 
instrumental in the circulation and generation
of both biological resources and knowledge in 
rural societies (Coomes et al. 2015, Isaac et al. 2012)

Their structural patterns are expected to have 
major consequences on biodiversity patterns 
and dynamics

(Ostrom 2009)

(Adapted from Bodin and 
Tengö 2012)

Need to improve understanding of 
these actor networks, and their
contribution to agroecosystems
sustainability



Actor networks and agrobiodiversity management

Regulations and incentives pushed by 
agricultural development programs 
affect negatively these networks 
(e.g. seed circulation and property rights) 

Threat for agroecosystems resilience ?

Toward alternative pathways for 
agricultural development, 
grounded on community-based
biodiversity management
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Illustration in Madagascar: SoLDivA project

Analajirofo Region, Madagascar East coast:

Expension of clove tree cultivation

(monoculture, parcs, complex AF systems, Danthu et al. 

2014)

Diversification at the plot and landscape levels
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Landscape transition: illustration in a locality
1966 2016



Question

Diversification is crucial for farms’ resilience to economic, biological and climatic variations 
(Mariel et al. 2016)
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But which mechanisms allow the 
generation and circulation of 

plants and knowledge required
to build these AF landscapes

?



Objectives

Analyze: 

i) the processes driving networks’ structural 
characteristics

ii) the consequences of these characteristics
on plant species diversity patterns at the plot 
and landscape scales

Document the actor networks that sustain
the generation and circulation of plants, and 
knowledge on their management in AF 
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Method: setting
Two study sites contrasted regarding their
isolation (market integration and agricultural support)

~ 100 households in each site, men / women

Data collection: 

 Survey of plant and knowledge circulation 
networks through name-generator

 Survey of knowldege on plant diversity
management through mental maps
(Jones et al. 2011)

 Plant species inventories in AF 

 Remote-sensing for AF mapping

Isolation



Method: analyses

Based on recent methodological
developments from ReSoDiv group*: 

Stochastic Block Models

Applications of Latent Block Models to the 
clustering of species assemblages  
(Thomas et al. 2015)

1. Describe networks’ structure, and unravel
their drivers  farms’ connectivity profiles

2. Test the links between: farmers’ 
connectivity profile and their knowledge
and practices on plant management in AF 
(species assemblages and their spatial distribution)

*GDR ReSoDiv (Réseaux, sociétés et diversité : Approches méthodologiques des dynamiques de l’agrobiodiversité)



Perspectives

Build participatory modelling tools 
to support community-based 
agricultural development grounded 
on biodiversity management

- Foster collective action locally

- Enhance interactions with 
agricultural support structures, 
planners and decision makers, and 
research REFLORAMAZ

Forest restoration by smallholders in 
the Eastern Amazon: how to improve
the balance between environmental
and socioeconomic benefits?
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